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Energy EfficiencyProduct IntegrityEmployee Safety

Blue Giant dock seals keep conditioned 

air from being lost during trailer loading 

and unloading, which can amount to huge 

savings in busy facilities. Many states and 

municipalities offer LEED-related financial 

incentives and cost rebates for building 

projects and equipment purchases that 

advocate energy efficiency. 

Blue Giant dock seals come in a variety of configurations and can be customized to suit various applications.  They provide 
protection during cargo handling operations by enabling a tight, compressed seal around the trailer body.  The resilient foam 
pads spring back into shape after the truck departs, ready for the next shipment. Blue Giant dock seals can contribute to 
your company’s bottom line in three major areas:

Varied and Versatile Designs: We have a seal for virtually every loading dock door 

size, building configuration and application requirement. Blue Giant dock seals are 

customized to suit your specific needs.

High-Performance Materials: Our dock seal fabrics are resistant to tearing, puncturing, 

abrasion, and weather conditions. We use top-grade materials to get the job done. 

Reliable Performance: Blue Giant dock seals are easy to install, and both dependable 

and durable even during busy or aggressive usage conditions. Protect your products, 

personnel, and future.

YOUR SOLUTION...BLUE GIANT DOCK SEALS

Our dock seals eliminate the gap between 

the building wall and the open trailer door, 

preventing rain, snow, ice, and blowing 

dirt from creating cross-docking hazards. 

Accidents can cost employers more than 

one million dollars in worker’s compensation 

payouts. Lost productivity, equipment repair, 

and elevated insurance premiums can be 

equally detrimental to the bottom line.

The tight compression between the dock 

seal and the trailer opening prevents 

warm outside air from melting or otherwise 

spoiling frozen product. The seal also 

keeps pests (insects, rodents) and airborne 

contaminants from compromising the 

integrity of goods such as fresh food and 

pharmaceuticals.

DOCK SEALS
CONSERVE ENERGY – GUARD YOUR DOORS AND YOUR PROFITS

BLUE GIANT DOCK SEALS FEATURE:



STATIONARY INFLATABLE TRUCK SHELTER

DOCK SHELTERS
UNOBSTRUCTED LOADING IN ALL WEATHER CONDITIONS

WHY A DOCK SHELTER?

Blue Giant dock shelters come in two primary configurations: stationary and 
retractable. They accommodate a broad range of trailer and doorway variations 
while granting unobstructed access to the trailer interior for fast and efficient 
loading and unloading.

Our dock shelter models provide premium protection to the loading dock area 
during cargo handling operations. When a truck is parked against the dock, the 
shelter eliminates the gap between the building and the open trailer doors, keeping 
out wind, rain, and other airborne hazards and ensuring employee comfort and 
safety. 

Blue Giant dock shelters are fortified with full fiberglass stays to ensure a snug fit 
while conforming to variations in trailer dimensions. Header frames are peaked 
in the center to allow for adequate draining during wet weather conditions. 
Retractable shelters are constructed using a state-of-the-art pivot hinge system 
that allows the frame to smoothly retract when impacted by incoming trailers.

Blue Giant can offer the ideal dock shelter solution for your unique loading dock 
requirements.

Safer Workplace: A dry loading dock is a safer loading dock. Dock shelters lower the risk 

of workplace accidents by shielding the loading bay and the deployed dock leveler from 

the effect of harsh weather conditions. Cover fabric can withstand high winds and is tear-

resistant.

Improved Efficiency: Dock shelters provide complete access to the inside of the trailer 

while maintaining a snug fit. There are no obstructions to interfere with smooth and steady 

cargo handling.

Building Integrity: Dock shelters do not apply potentially damaging pressure to the facility 

wall during use, keeping building integrity intact. Our shelters are compatible with a wide 

range of wall materials and conditions.

YOUR SOLUTION...BLUE GIANT DOCK SHELTERS
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SEALS AND SHELTERS
BUILDING YOUR LOADING DOCK SAFETY SOLUTION

Increased Safety and Performance Options

A: Dock Leveler: Blue Giant offers a comprehensive 

line of dock leveler models to suit the most challenging 

application and capacity requirements.  Available in pit 

style or vertical storing designs, as well as hydraulic, air-

powered, and mechanical models.

B: StrongArm™ Vehicle Restraint: Blue Giant vehicle 

restraints lock trailers securely into position at the loading 

dock, providing a solid defense against trailer creep 

or premature truck departure. Hydraulic, electric, and 

mechanical models available.

C: Advanced Lights Communication Package: Control 

panel LED lights and low-profile weatherproof traffic lights 

keep truck drivers and warehouse employees advised of 

equipment status. Additional safety provided by mirror-

image driver warning signs.

D: Dock Bumpers: Protect your building walls and 

incoming trailers with Blue Giant dock bumpers. Available 

in “molded” and “laminated” styles, with an optional steel 

face plate available, depending on the specific model.

E: Wheel Chocks: OSHA-recommended for an extra 

degree of dock safety, Blue Giant wheel chocks manually 

lock truck wheels in place, preventing shifting or moving 

during cargo handling. Rubber and laminated versions 

available.

F: Blue Genius™ Touch Control Panel:  

Revolutionary touch controls allow an entire 

dock system to be operated from one safe and 

convenient location. Features rapid-response 

touch buttons and keypad and an LCD 

screen that displays real-time operational and 

troubleshooting instructions. 
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Blue Giant offers a full line of dock levelers, dock safety equipment, seals and shelters, accessories, ergonomic and scissor lift equipment and industrial trucks. Concurrent with our continuing 
product improvement program, specifications are subject to change without notice. Please contact Blue Giant for latest information. Some features illustrated may be optional in certain market areas. 
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Blue Giant has an extensive line of StrongArm™ powered vehicle restraints.B
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